1. *(Register transfer) Problem 7.1 in text book.
2. (Register transfer) Problem 7.2 in text book.
3. (Register transfer) Problem 7.4 in text book.
4. (Register transfer) Problem 7.5 in text book.
5. *(Register transfer) Problem 7.6 in text book.
6. (Register transfer) Problem 7.7 in text book.
17. (ALU) Problem 7-23 text book.
19. (Control word) Problem 7-27 text book.
22. *(ASM) Problem 8-1 text book.
27. *(ASM) Problem 8-9 text book.
28. (ASM) Problem 8-10 text book.
30. (Multiplier) Problem 8-14 text book.
32. *(control) Problem 8-17 text book.